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Definition of guided tissue regeneration

This article needs the attention of an expert in medicine. Please add a reason or discussion parameter to this template to explain the problem with the article. WikiProject may be able to help hire an expert. (February 2009) Bone and Tissue-oriented tissue regeneration Guide 48091 [editing on guided bone regeneration] (GBR) and guided
tissue regeneration (GTR) are dental surgical procedures that use barrier membranes to guide the growth of new bone and gum tissue in locations with insufficient amounts or bone dimensions or gingiva for proper function, esthetics or prosthetic restoration. Guided bone regeneration usually refers to increased hills or bone regeneration
procedures; The regeneration of guided tissue usually refers to the renewal of the gum elbow. [1] Guided bone regeneration is similar to the regeneration of guided tissue, but focuses on the development of solid tissues in addition to the soft tissues of the gum elbow. At present, targeted bone regeneration is applied mostly in the oral
cavity to support the growth of new solid tissue on the alvegrown hill ridge to allow stable placement of dental implants. When bone grafts are used in conjunction with sound surgical technique, targeted bone regeneration is a reliable and validated procedure. The history of the use of septic membranes to guide bone regeneration was first
described in the context of bone research 1959. [2] The basic theoretical principles for guided tissue regeneration were developed by Milcher in 1976, which identified the need to exclude unwanted cell lines from healing sites to allow desired tissue growth. [3] Based on positive clinical results of regeneration in gum science research in the
1980s, research began to focus on the possibility of reconstructing alvee bone defects using guided bone regeneration. The theory of guided tissue regeneration in dentistry has been challenged. The GBR principle was first examined by Dahlin and others in 1988 on mice. Selective growth of bone-forming cells in the bone defect area can
be improved if adjacent tissue is kept away with the membrane; This was confirmed in a 1994 study by Kosopoulos and Karing. GBR can be used to regenerate bones on exposed implant coils. [4] Recent studies have shown increased attachment to guided tissue regeneration (GTR) on an open flutter. However, this systematic review
showed that the following results of GTR varied considerably, both between and within the studies. Therefore, patients and health professionals need to consider predicting this technique compared to other treatment methods before making final decisions about use. [5] An overview of four stages of bone and other tissue regeneration is
used successfully, abbreviated with the abbreviation PASS: [6] The primary closure of the wound to promote undisturbed and non-intermittent angiogenesis healing to provide Blood supply and mesenchymal cells undifferentiated space creation and maintenance to facilitate space for bone stability in the growth of the wound to induce the
formation of a blood clot and allow healing not to belong after tooth removal, it takes 40 days for the natural healing process to occur (forming a clot for a socket filled with bones, connective tissue and epithelium). [7] The condition of the destructive gums, chronic gum disease, in individual outcomes exposed to the breakdown of both
connective tissues that enclose teeth, and bones supporting the roots. [8] Traditional treatment arrests the disease but does not restore the support of the bones or connective tissue lost in the disease process. Guided tissue regeneration surgery can be applied here, with the aim of regenerating gum tissue. [8] The Cochrane review found
that THE GTR had a greater impact on investigative measures (including improved attachment gain, lower pocket depth, lower gingival stagnation and more gains in solid tissue screening) than gum treatment compared to an open flutter. [8] The main substance was applied: The first application of septic membranes in the mouth occurred
in 1982[9][10][11] in the context of the regeneration of gum tissue via GTR, as an alternative to resective surgery to reduce the depths of the sinus. [6] The septal membrane is used in GBR technology to cover bone defects and create an isolated area, preventing connective tissue from growing in space and facilitating the priority growth of
bone tissue. The added benefit of the membrane is that it provides protection from wound from mechanical disturbance and salivary contamination. [7] The criteria for the septum membrane should be as follows: unwanted exceptions to cells allow tissue integration to create and maintain the space provided that the structure is easy to cut
and place[13] many surgical techniques have been proposed via GBR in relation to the reconstruction of the three-dimensional bones of the acute-component maccilla, using various types of bone alternatives that have regenerative properties, osseinor osseoductductive, which are then filled in a bone defect and covered with reusable
membranes. In cases where the boosters used are autografts (tissue transfer from the same person[14] or allografts (tissues from genetically differentiated organs of the same species[14] bone density is very low and resorption of the grafted site in these cases can reach 30% of the original size. Other substances are available
xenographies (tissue donor of another type[14]) and Outgenus bone. [7] For higher predictability, d-polytetrafluoroEthylene (d-PTFE) is recommended as a barrier against the migration of epithelial cells within the restaurant site. In patients with systemic problems multidisciplinary cooperation To adjust the background of the treatment so
that it does not adversely affect the treatment of implant prostheses. [15] Current treatments for devastating gum disease are unable to restore damaged bones and support the connective tissue of the teeth (subbony defects). There are limitations in the treatment of patients with advanced diseases but GTR may be able to achieve
regeneration and thus improve traditional surgical outcomes. [16] Currently there are two types of barrier membranes available; resorbable and undockable. [7] Non-reborable membranes: The main types of non-restretchable barrier membranes are multi-turatfluoro (e-PTFE), high-density multi-proteatravoloethylene ethylene (d-PTFE),
titanium mesh, and titanium-reinforced PTFE. [7] The enlarged e-PTFE became the most common non-restretchable membrane used in bone regeneration in the 1990s. Gore Tex was the most popular type of e-PTFE. [17] The e-PTFE membrane is repeated with a pores of 5-20 micrometers under the material. THE PTFE E MEMBRANE
ACTS AS A BARRIER TO PREVENT FIBROBLASTS AND VARIOUS CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS FROM ENTERING THE BONE DEFECT IN ORDER TO ALLOW THE SLOWER MOVING CELLS THAT ARE THE BONE-EMBANKED TO REFILL THE DEFECT. [18] The e-PTFE membrane study was used to cover the average
medium-sized bone defects in the corners of mice. Thus, the PTFE electronic membrane served as a barrier to soft tissues and faster in bone healing, which occurred between 3-6 weeks while no recovery occurred in the non-membrane control group over a 22-week period. [19] The biological method of osteopromotion by exclusion is
good for predicting hill growth or regenerating defects. [20] Membranes that are remembraneable: There are many types of membrane siremembranes out there, but the most important are synthetic polymers and natural biomaterials. Synthetic polymers are such that it is a polycystic acid duo, or collagen-derived membranes. These
membranes can be obtained from cows, borsin or dermis. For example Emdogain has been shown to significantly improve the levels of the probe facility (1.1mm) and reduce the depth of the gum sinus (0.9mm) compared to a placebo or control material. [21] Degradation rates range from six to 24 weeks depending on different chemical
structures. With the lordable membrane, the membrane biodegrades. There is no need for a second surgery to remove the membrane, this will prevent any disturbance in the healing process of regenerated tissue. [13] A re-membrane-recalled artificial membrane indicated a quantity of stable enhanced bones similar to the remembraneremembrane collagen membrane. These are the results obtained based on a randomized clinical trial conducted to compare the stability of enhanced bone between a remembrane re-membrane and collagen membrane with indicative bone regeneration in conjunction with dental implants. in the aesthetic area in terms of the thickness of
the facial bone. [22] Success depends on the presence of bones on site, there must be an adequate supply of blood, graft must be installed during healing and soft tissues must not be under stress. [14] It is a vertical and horizontal increase of the upper and lower jaws[14] indications there are several uses for bone regeneration:
Fenestration and dehiscence bone building around implants placed in dental sockets after keeping the dental extraction socket for false dental implants or lifting prostheses lifted before bone filling after bone root removal, cyst removal or removal of damaged teeth repair ing bone defects surrounding dental implants caused by semiimplantation. Cystic cavity. Contraindications include:[23] Smokers are inadequate self-performance oral hygiene many bone sites and tissue defects are unable to achieve wound closure after surgery due to insufficient soft tissue involvement of severe fur i.e. grade 3 systemic diseases such as diabetes possible complications include:
[23] Unsuccessful treatment procedure that can lead to recurrent defects after treatment of a membrane infection of the barrier worn away any. Caused by the painful brush vitality of the teeth at risk in the ferocity involving the unfavorable gingival teeth adjustment that can be of aesthetic attention Dentine hypersensitivity require
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